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DIY Christmas Centerpieces

 

Christmas truly is the jolliest time of the year. What makes it the jolliest are the memories created each year with loved ones. Make this
Christmas even more special with these simply beautiful DIY centerpieces.

 

Candy Cane Candle Holders

Spare a few candy canes this season and deck your table with candy cane candle stick holders. Using a hot glue gun, glue about five to six
candy canes around candles you have at home. Let the glue dry and complete the look by wrapping holiday ribbon around the candle. Source:
Pinterest Style Estate

 

Glass Cloche Light Display

Battery-powered light strands provide ambience at the table -- indoors or out. Top strands of lights with a decorative glass cloche and watch
eyes light up during dinner. Source: Better Homes and Gardens

 

Stacked Bowl Centerpiece

Look around the house -- you likely have everything you need to whip up a pretty centerpiece in a jiffy. Stack white bowls filled with small
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ornaments, nuts, fir cuttings or berries for an inspired design. Source: Better Homes and Gardens 

Christmas Gift Centerpiece Directions

For another easy holiday centerpiece, wrap a few small boxes of different shapes with your favorite seasonal wrapping paper and pretty ribbon

and arrange the boxes in the center of the table with some fresh pine boughs or other greenery. Not only will this centerpiece provide your
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guests with something to look at, it will spark their curiosity and excitement. You could even use some of the real presents from under your

tree! Source: Merry Christmas Decor

Ornament Centerpiece

Stack glass ornaments in a pyramid formation on top of a compote, adhering the ornaments to each other with scrapbooking glue dots.

Surround the centerpiece with more red accents -- ornaments on top of candlesticks and a few red votive cups. Source: Better Homes and
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Gardens

Ornament-Filled Jars

Display your favorite Christmas ornaments in a few clear, different leveled jars for your guests to enjoy. Throw in some red or green Christmas
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beads and have them draping down the side of the jar. Source: Very Merry Vintage Style

Nature-Inspired Centerpiece 

For a fresh-looking centerpiece deck your table with some natural pieces like pinecones, fresh-cut Christmas tree branches, berries and acorns.

Fill a few mason jars with candles to complete the outdoorsy look. Source: Shorley Chic Interiors
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Christmas Candle Holder

If you are looking for an inexpensive, but beautiful Christmas centerpiece idea, mason jars can be a quick fix! Add a little greenery, some

cranberries and a candle, all floating in the jar. All the important colors are represented! Throw a couple of cookie cutters down like confetti to

create a very warm and rustic ambience. Source: Be Different Act Normal
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Christmas Branch Centerpiece 

If you like simple and clean lines this DIY is for you. This Christmas centerpiece is simple and elegant. You can use any type of glassware that

you have in your home, snip a few pieces of your Christmas tree and drop it in a glass. That’s it! Source: Living Rich With Coupons
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Happy Crafting & Merry Christmas! 
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